Markforged Security

Empowering the additive toolchain in the world’s most secure environments

Markforged’s ISO 27001-certified information security policies and practices (first in the AM industry), data encryption, and STIG-compliant operating system on all printers enable customers to be compliant in printing internal or customer parts.

markforged.com/security
ISO 27001 Certified
First AM vendor to achieve certification for ISO/IEC standards-based information security policies to ensure customer data privacy, confidentiality, integrity and availability.

Strict Data Security
Encryption of customer part data at rest and in transit and encryption and tamper resistant protection of print files to prevent unauthorized access and changes to and printing of print files.

Online or Offline Operation
Secure part slicing, storage and printing to connected printers using cloud-based Eiger or Offline Eiger software operating on private systems and networks without cloud connection.

STIG-Compliant OS for DoD Use
All printers feature a STIG-compliant operating system that adheres to strict government security guidelines for use in DoD and similar environments.

Contact Markforged and Partners to learn more about Markforged Security.